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Highlights from PERLE:

§ Transfer of ALICE electron gun and related equipment from Daresbury to LAL on May 10th 2019.

§ Interesting progress in injection line design and beam transport toward it is made in the framework of Ben 

Hounsell PhD work. Some of the results were presented at IPAC19 conference (poster session).  

§ A post-doc was hired at Orsay to work on HOM issue and other related full equipped cavity issues.

§ A HOM review meeting with participation of CERN and JLAB colleagues still to be organised by Orsay labs.  

§ A second post-doc position is currently published (Beam dynamics profile).

§ LAL/IPNo and BINP-Novosibirsk applied for the H2020 European program (CRIMLINplus) and ask for fund 

for dipole design & prototyping and for a post-doc position. Result of the call will be known on October 2019.

§ PERLE was presented in the joint LAL-IPNo scientific council as the next big accelerator project of the future 

big lab at Orsay (LAL, IPNo and 3 other labs will merge to into a unique one starting from January 2020). 

Project achievements, progress, project phasing and timeline, cost estimation and needed manpower were 

presented to international accelerator expert members. 

Walid Kaabi, 5.6.19
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From the addendum

3 documents sent of high quality: need further distribution. offer by Jphys for publication (need help to take this up)



title

ß Part of the evaluation
should get the cost
reduced: 50 GeV
1/4 of U(LHC) à
down to 1.3 GCHF

Major progress
as compared to
previous strategy
meetings:

Our CDR has near 500 
citations. 

Huge work resulted in 
recognition of ep.

Still see ignorance.
obviously, hh and ee
are in the focus, but
ep could be done,
see left, cost



title J de Hondt
ECFA Chair
QCD summary
Granada 16.5.19

Important emphasis on QCD and high energy ep collider
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Beate Heinemann to ATLAS weekly, 4.6.19          Major work on Higgs by Uta et al, currently EFT struggle, and paper out



title



title



Geoff Taylor (ICFA Chair, personal view) Granada 15.5.



Personal Remarks for Discussion
We see a huge battle for resources, and a lack of
guidance from physics and leadership of this
Process.

Due to lack of money and unclear Asian situation
and HL-LHC to start data taking in 8 years, it is
most likely that this time nothing is really decided.

ALL projects struggle for survival and recognition, not just ep

What is important or new for us:

LHeC: The CDR Update: The LHeC at High Luminosity
for discussion later, important to be out in 11/19

PERLE: to really progress

FCC-eh: to keep developing eh as integrated part of hh
new: the option of a 45 TeV FCChh, to which
the ERL would ideally fit.   

ALICE ends LS4, there is a new proposal by some
Members of the Collaboration (cf de Hondt)

The weakest point is the wide support, that is
related to the recognition of DIS physics. We
are progressing but it remains challenging.

IAC (HS) believes the time for ep will come,
Yet the time for LHC moves. 

Higgs has given us quite some support and
attention, but as well resistance from ee sides. 

The biggest potential is in the understanding
that future hh needs future high energy eh.
That goes with QCD, eweak, BSM, t, ions, and H 

We shall keep stressing that this work has been
mandated as a service to the community, the
ep feature is the lack of resources.



Proposals

Publish the ES submission for LHeC and PERLE (need help to do this)

Publish the important papers on Higgs, PDFs,  and?

Write and release the “LHeC at High Luminosity“ Paper with parts on FCCeh (100km with two energies)
LHeC: 50 GeV x 7 TeV.    FCC-eh: 60 GeV with 22.5 and with 50 TeV

What else?


